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FY17 GMV estimate by 1.2% to CNY3,812.7bn (+23.3% YoY),
FY18 GMV estimate by 5.8% to CNY4,723.7bn (+23.9% YoY),
and FY19 GMV estimate by 10.6% to CNY5,753.7bn (+21.8%
YoY). We raise FY17 top line estimate by 1.3% to CNY153.3bn
(+51.6% YoY), FY18 top line estimate by 4.9% to CNY214.9bn
(+40.2% YoY), and FY19 top line estimate by 9.1% to
CNY283.1bn (+31.7% YoY). We raise our non-GAAP EPS
estimate by 1.2% to CNY22.79 for FY17, by 5.1% to CNY32.38
for FY18 and by 9.3% to CNY43.00 for FY19. We raise our DCFbased PO to USD140 from USD120, on higher estimates.
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Investment thesis
When we argue that potential GMV reacceleration from current level is in store- we base our
argument on increasing conversion. Conversion come in many ways- the most common
perception could be when an item is placed in the shopping cart. However, we see
conversion also increasing as more users tap into the product page of a brand storefront or
watch videos or engage in live broadcasting, While not all “conversion” will mean an
immediate sale, however with increasing engagement, time spend and certainly better brand
retention we can potentially see better than expected GMV and revenues going forward.
We believe one of the main distinctions between Alibaba and its nearest online competitor in
JD.com, is that we see JD.com’s main focus is being the best and most reliable sales
channel. While we see strategic importance in that, we believe that BABA continues to
position itself not only as a sales channel for millions of products, but equally emphasizing
the platform as a brand channel.
Whether Alibaba is selling cookies or lipsticks, or TVs or pair of jeans, we believe that the
company has made a concerted effort to make users associate brands and products with
Alibaba. How do we get there? Alibaba has transformed itself over the years as not only as
searched based ecommerce company but also to a brand channel, through elements of
social, video and community. On the merchant end, the company just launched Juxingtai
which offers an interface personalization function that allows merchants to segment
customers into different groups based on customer labels offered by Alibaba, and show
different interfaces and promotions to different customer groups on its home storefront.
According to Alibaba’s Juxingtai, during the testing period, the interface and promotion
personalization function has been tested by more than 700 merchants, and the overall
transaction conversion rate was increased by 12%. We expect the customer labelling to
become more specific over time, enabled by Alibaba’s powerful user data. Alibaba has
500mn+ real demographic information and 8,000+ purchase intentions and location-based
attributes/consumer labels. Alibaba’s unified ID enables Alibaba to connect different pieces
of user data across different business entities and devices.
We argue that Alibaba is more than a traditional ecommerce site, but rather an online social
commerce platform that continuously drive engagement and time spent through a
combination of traditional ecommerce and social networking. We look at 4 unique integrated
platforms including video, live broadcasting, social and eventually virtual reality that drive
multiple touchpoints for products and brands, but at the same time, proven to drive user
retention and engagement, potentially leading to higher conversion and GMV.
We have seen engagement increase in the last quarter- where DAU/MAU ratio has topped
40% for Taobao App, compared that to Amazon at 18%, FB and Tencent at +60%. We have
also seen engagement on Alibaba improve via social contents such as newsfeeds, video and
live broadcasting. We believe that less than10% of Alibaba merchants have fully embraced
the suite of social products, including less than 5% that have engaged in video and live
broadcasting, hence we see meaningful upside to penetration. 33% of Twitter’s managed
accounts had adopted videos by end 2015, according to Twitter.

Alibaba’s live broadcasting drives transactions:


Maybelline New York: On 14 April 2016 it broadcasted its new lipstick release
conference, in which a celebrity Angelababy showed audience how to use the new
lipstick products. The broadcast attracted over 5mn viewership and sold about 10,000
lipsticks, according to CBN Weekly.



Wyeth: On 28 May 2016 It broadcasted a show in which a celebrity Chun Wu promoted
Wyeth’s new baby formula milk powder on 28 May. The broadcast attracted over 70k
viewership and transacted about 3,200 orders which may typically take about one
month to achieve, according to i.wshang,com (an online portal specialized in
ecommerce).
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Oreo: On August 3, 2016, It broadcasted a show in which two celebrities entertained
audience with topics related to Oreo’s double flavour cookies. The broadcast had over
3mn interactions with audience. On that day, Oreo’s total sales in Tmall was about 6
times of those in a normal day, and about 91% of customers in Oreo’s Tmall flagship
store were new customers, according to China Daily.



Vichy: On July 28, 2016, it broadcasted a show in which a celebrity promoted its
products. The broadcast received over 180k comments. The transaction volume on
that day was more than 60 times of that in a normal day, according to i.wshang,com.

Videos in other platforms lifted engagement, purchase intent and
transactions:


Video in Facebook: In order to promote its new spicy chicken product, Wendy's put five
video ads in Facebook to target millennials and people who like spicy food. Wendy’s
got an eight-point lift in ad recall and a four-point lift in purchase intent among
their target audience, according to Facebook management in 2Q15 earnings call.



Video in WeChat: Pepsi placed a video ad during Chinese New Year in 2016 in WeChat
Moments. The video was viewed for over 200mn times, received about 320k
“Like”s and was shared and bookmarked by about 134k times. Users could click a
link in the ad to purchase limited-version Pepsi bottles. The total 50k limited-version
Pepsi bottles were sold within two hours, according to WeChat ad product website.



Video in Weibo: Meizu, a domestic smartphone maker, placed a video ad in Weibo to
promote its brand. The video was viewed by 28.9mn times within 24 hours,
according to Weibo management in 4Q15 earnings call.

How social can drive conversion:


Enhancing credibility

We believe the contents published by content providers, KOLs and users in Taobao
Headlines, Weitao and Communities can lead to high conversion rate because the contents
may have higher credibility. According to Nielsen, 71% of people trust editorial content
and 70% of people trust consumer opinions posted online, while only 50% of people
trust search ads and 48% of people trust online banner ads.


Increasing purchase intent

We believe the engagement with KOLs and customers in Taobao Headlines and Weitao can
increase purchase intent. According to Annalect, a data analytics marketing firm, purchase
intent was increased by 2.7x when Twitter users are exposed to Tweets from brands,
and purchase intent was increased by 5.2x when Twitter users are exposed to Tweets
from both brands and influencers. According to Market Probe International, 72% of
Twitter users will be more likely to make a purchase from a small or medium business
after they follow it, and 61% of Twitter users who follow small or medium businesses
interact with them.


Helping with purchase decision making

We believe the product recommendation in Taobao Headlines, Weitao and Communities can
help users make purchase decisions more efficiently. According to Penguin Intelligence
which surveyed Chinese online shoppers, 41% of people said the reason why they follow
product related accounts or communities is to save time in selecting products.
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Valuation
Earnings revisions
FY17 estimates: We maintain our 2QFY17 estimates. We raise our estimates for 2H17 as
the multiple new businesses gradually ramp up. We raise FY17 GMV estimate by 1.2% to
CNY3,812.7bn (+23.3% YoY). We slightly raise blended monetization rate estimate to 3.01%
from 2.99%. As a result, our top line estimate is up by 1.3% to CNY153.3bn (+51.6% YoY).
We largely maintain our non-GAAP EBITDA margin estimate at 46.2%. As a result, our nonGAAP EPS estimate increases 1.2% to CNY22.79.
FY18 estimates: We expect FY18 GMV growth rate to slightly reaccelerate YoY, and we
raise GMV estimate by 5.8% to CNY4,723.7bn (+23.9% YoY). We slightly raise blended
monetization rate estimate to 3.35% from 3.32%. As a result, our top line estimate is up by
4.9% to CNY214.9bn (+40.2% YoY). We maintain our non-GAAP EBITDA margin estimate at
46.5%. As a result, our non-GAAP EPS estimate increases 5.1% to CNY32.38.
FY19 estimates: We expect FY19 GMV growth rate to slightly de-accelerate YoY due to
base effect. We raise GMV estimate by 10.6% to CNY5,753.7bn (+21.8% YoY). We slightly
raise blended monetization rate estimate to 3.56% from 3.48%. As a result, our top line
estimate is up by 9.1% to CNY283.1bn (+31.7% YoY). We maintain our non-GAAP EBITDA
margin estimate at 47.3%. As a result, our non-GAAP EPS estimate increases 9.3% to
CNY43.00.
Fig 1 Earnings revisions
FY17E
Old
Total Revenues (CNY billion)

New Chg (%
or bp)

151.4

153.3

YoY 49.7%

51.6%

3,767.7

3,812.7

YoY 21.8%

23.3%

Total China Retail GMV (CNY billion)

FY18E

1.3%
1.2%

Old

FY19E

New

Chg (%
or bp)

204.9

214.9

4.9%

35.4%

40.2%

4,463.5 4,723.7
18.5%

23.9%

5.8%

Old

New

Chg (%
or bp)
9.1%

259.4

283.1

26.6%

31.7%

5,202.2

5,753.7

16.6%

21.8%

10.6%

Blended China Retail Monetization Rate

2.99%

3.01%

2

3.32%

3.35%

3

3.48%

3.56%

Non-GAAP EBITDA margin %

46.3%

46.2%

(8)

46.5%

46.5%

6

47.3%

47.3%

8
4

Non-GAAP Diluted EPS (CNY)

22.53

22.79

1.2%

30.81

32.38

5.1%

39.33

43.00

9.3%

Source: Mizuho research

Raising PO to USD140
We raise our DCF-based PO to USD140 from USD120, on higher earnings estimates. Our
DCF analysis assumes a WACC of 10% and a terminal growth rate of 2.5%. Cash flows are
discounted back from FY25E. Our PO implies a FY18E P/E of 29x, higher than the peer
average of 22x, justified by 1) Alibaba’s leading position in China ecommerce sector and 2)
its bottom line growth rate of 40% YoY which is higher than the 31% YoY for peers average
(ex-JD.com).
Our PO implied FY18E P/E of 29x is higher than the average of Alibaba’s historical one year
forward P/E of 24.5x. As shown in the chart below (Fig 3), Alibaba’s historical one year
forward P/E started to de-rate since fiscal year 2016 as the top line growth and GMV growth
both decelerated YoY. We expect top line growth to reaccelerate in FY17, driven by the lift of
monetization rate. We expect GMV growth to reaccelerate in FY18, as the multiple new
businesses fully ramp up. Therefore we expect the stock to re-rate based on reacceleration
of top line growth and GMV growth.
Investment risks: 1) a slowdown in online consumption growth; 2) a slower than-expected
ramp-up of marketing services; 3) greater competition; and 4) lower-than-expected mobile
monetization on the impact of counterfeit goods claims.
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Fig 2 Comp table
Price

Mkt cap

(USD)

(USDmn) FY17E FY18E FY17E FY18E

EV/revenue

EV/EBITDA

P/E

EPS (in USD)

Ticker
AMZN US equity

Company
**Amazon.com Inc.

776.32

368,881

2.2

1.8

16.9

12.0

51.9

35.8

14.95

21.71

EBAY US equity

**eBay Inc.

28.60

31,973

3.5

3.3

6.3

5.3

13.7

12.6

2.09

2.28

9%

GRPN US equity

Groupon, Inc.

4.06

2,329

0.6

0.5

6.4

4.3

38.3

19.9

0.11

0.20

92%

JD US equity

*JD.com, Inc.

25.90

35,844

0.7

0.5

55.9

30.1

136.7

43.9

0.19

0.59 211%

JMEI US equity

Jumei

5.12

751

0.2

0.1

4.6

1.9

8.3

6.7

0.62

0.76

23%

MELI US equity

Mercadolibre, Inc.

168.16

7,425

6.9

5.5

26.7

20.1

44.5

34.1

3.78

4.93

31%

4755 JP equity

***Rakuten, Inc.

11.84

16,856

0.7

0.6

10.2

8.5

21.2

16.9

0.56

0.70

26%

VIPS US equity

*Vipshop

13.58

7,984

0.7

0.6

12.3

9.8

14.4

11.5

0.94

1.18

26%

**Alphabet

819.56

554,360

5.3

4.6

10.6

8.5

20.1

17.2

40.78

47.61

17%

**Facebook

131.29

376,977

9.6

7.5

14.9

10.7

25.5

20.2

5.14

6.50

26%

*Baidu

179.59

62,246

4.2

3.6

19.4

16.1

26.1

22.0

6.88

8.15

19%

3.1

2.6

16.8

11.6

36.4

21.9

2.2

1.8

12.3

9.8

25.5

19.9

11.4

8.2

3.7

2.6

29.9

21.4

3.41

4.76

40%

GOOGL US equity
FB US equity
Bidu US equity
Average:
Median:
Baba US equity

Alibaba

101.93

254,344

FY17E FY18E FY17E FY18E YoY %
45%

Note: * Denotes companies covered by Mizuho Asia; estimates for all other companies are Bloomberg consensus; pricing as of market close on 28 October 2016; **Denotes companies
covered by Mizuho US analyst Neil Doshi, ***Denotes company covered by Mizuho Japan analyst Shinsuke Iwasa
Source: Bloomberg data, Mizuho research

Fig 3 Alibaba one year forward P/E
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Source: Bloomberg, Mizuho research
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Multiple touch points
Multiple touch points in Alibaba
We believe that, similar to the way that both Baidu and Google benefit from broad
matching, Alibaba can benefit from its initiatives of adding multiple relevant touch
points including videos, live broadcasting, Taobao headlines, Weitao and
Communities.
We believe that in search, while users may indicate their intent by typing keywords, they may
also look for relevant information beyond exact keywords. Therefore keyword broad
matching can drive conversion rate. Similarly, we believe that in ecommerce, while users
may have intent for certain products or stores, they may also look for relevant information
beyond the exact products or stores. Therefore, transaction conversion rate can be improved
by adding more relevant touch points inside the ecommerce platform.
According to Penguin Intelligence (an online data analytics firm), 30.4% of Chinese online
shoppers visit ecommerce websites with no clear intent. Therefore we see the potential
for Alibaba to convert this type of visitor to paying customers by adding multiple relevant
touch points.
Alibaba has been adding more relevant touch points in Taobao and Tmall, so that Alibaba
can now become an information-rich and social-rich one-stop shopping platform for users, as
users can now:


Discover product-related information in multiple channels such as Taobao Headlines,
Weitao, interest groups in Communities;



Research products and stores by watching videos & live broadcastings, browsing Weitao
feeds, using Q&A section in Communities, and browsing the sharing of shopping
experience in Communities; and



Make purchases while reading feeds in Taobao Headlines, Weitao, Communities or
watching live broadcastings.

We use the cosmetics brand Maybelline New York as an example to illustrate the multiple
touch points in Alibaba. Maybelline New York has 2.8mn followers for its Tmall flagship store,
significantly higher than the 1.5mn followers for its Weibo account and 100k+ followers for its
JD.com store. We show how Maybelline New York uses the multiple touch points in
Alibaba to engage with users.
Maybelline New York placed videos in product details pages to teach users how to use their
products. For example, as shown in the chart, it placed a video for its new product, V-Face
Duo Stick, to teach users how to use the product.
Maybelline New York conducted several Tmall Live Broadcastings for user education,
branding and product promotion. For example, as shown in the chart, it conducted a Tmall
Live Broadcasting in which a makeup specialist showed how to use several Maybelline
New York makeup products, and users can click to buy the products listed in the live
broadcasting page.
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Fig 4 Maybelline New York’s video in product details page

Fig 5 Maybelline New York’s Tmall Live Broadcasting

Live broadcasting

Video

Users can click
to add the
product to
shopping cart
A list of
recommended
products

Like and
comment
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

In Taobao Headlines, there are articles recommending products of Maybelline New York.
For example, as shown in the chart, there was an article comparing cheap and expensive
cosmetics, and Maybelline New York’s eyeshadow was recommended in the article.
Maybelline New York posted Weitao feeds to interact with users. For example, as shown in
the chart, it posted a feed to ask what makeup products users put in their bags.
Fig 6 Maybelline New York’s product recommended in Taobao Headlines

Users can click
to buy the
recommended
Maybelline eye
shadow

Fig 7 Maybelline New York’s Weitao page

Weitao feed

Like and comment

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

In Communities, users share their shopping experience with Maybelline New York. For
example, as shown in the chart, a user posted a feed about Maybelline New York V-Face
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Duo Stick product in Communities. Other users can comment or like the feed, and click the
purchase link to buy the product.
Fig 8 A user sharing shopping experience with Maybelline New York in Communities

A sharing of shopping
experience posted by users

Link to purchase the
mentioned product
Like and comment

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Leveraging the multiplier effect in social network
With the multiple touch points, Alibaba’s Taobao and Tmall have been evolving into social
ecommerce platforms. We believe that what is different about Alibaba’s social ecommerce is
that there is a multiplier effect to social that search does not have. In a search platform,
users cannot share the searches with their friends. However, in social platforms, users are
able to share contents with others, so that a piece of content can potentially reach more
audience than its direct audience base.
Users can share information in Taobao and Tmall in formats such as a link, picture or QR
code. On top of that, users can share information to friends in certain channels directly. As
summarized in the table below, Taobao users can share contents in Taobao Headlines,
Weitao, videos, Taobao Live broadcasting, Communities, information about Taobao stores
and Taobao products to their friends in Taobao, WeChat, Weibo, Alipay and mobile phone
contacts directly; Tmall users can share contents in Tmall Live broadcasting, information
about Tmall stores and Tmall products to their friends in WeChat, Weibo, Alipay, QQ,
Alibaba’s Dingtalk, and mobile phone contacts directly. Therefore, we believe that a piece of
information in Taobao and Tmall can potentially reach more audience after users’ sharing.
Fig 9 Direct sharing channels of Taobao and Tmall
Taobao
Headlines

Weitao

Videos

WeChat

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Weibo

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Alipay

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Taobao

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Mobile
phone
contacts

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

QQ

Y

Y

Y

DingTalk

Y

Y

Y

Direct
sharing
channels

Taobao Live Communities
broadcasting

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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We have seen that a meaningful portion of Chinese social network users share contents with
friends. According to Penguin Intelligence’s survey over WeChat users, 24% of users often
repost contents in WeChat Moments. According to CNNIC, 53% of Weibo users share or
repost feeds in Weibo. Therefore we expect users in Taobao and Tmall may potentially also
show similar user behaviour.
We see the potential of Alibaba to leverage the multiplier effect in social network to help
merchants and advertisers attract incremental traffic. For example, according to WeChat
advertisements’ case study, Sumsung placed a video ad for its Galaxy 7 edge smart phone
in WeChat Moment, and the video received 41mn free exposure thanks to the proactive
sharing by WeChat users.
We see the potential of Alibaba to use social endorsement to help merchants and advertisers
increase ad efficiency. For example, Facebook shows the social context for ads as shown in
the chart below. According to Nielsen which studied 79 ad campaigns on Facebook, ad
recall for Facebook ads with social context was more than 50% higher than that for
Facebook ads without social context.
Fig 10 An ad with social context in Facebook
Friends who liked the ad

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Leveraging Alibaba’s captive audience base
Tencent has an over 800mn captive audience base for its social network platforms including
QQ and WeChat, and we have seen Tencent leverages its audience base by promoting
online games, online shopping, online videos, online music, and placing advertisements.
We believe that, similar to Tencent, Alibaba has a large base of captive audience base,
therefore we expect that similar to Tencent’s approach, Alibaba can be able to leverage its
captive audience base.
According to CNNIC, online shopping population by June 2016 reached 448mn. In June
quarter, Alibaba had 434mn annual active buyers, representing close to 97% of total online
shoppers in China. Therefore Alibaba has attracted the vast majority of Chinese online
shoppers.
In June quarter, Alibaba had 427mn mobile MAUs. We believe Mobile Taobao’s active user
base has high engagement level, as DAU/MAU ratio was 40% in June, a daily active user
launches Mobile Taobao for about 7 times a day on average, and an active user spend about
27 minutes a day on average in June.
We expect Alibaba can be able to increase the monetization over its over 400mn captive
audience base by adding the multiple touch points including videos, live broadcasting,
Taobao headlines, Weitao and Communities.
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Live broadcasting in Alibaba
Live broadcasting has gained strong traction in China and mobile live broadcasting industry
has attracted over 85mn MAUs, according to QuestMobile. Alibaba recently launched the live
broadcasting services in Taobao and Tmall. Taobao Live Broadcasting was officially
launched in May 2016. Tmall Live Broadcasting was officially launched in July 2016. The live
broadcasts are hosted by merchants and KOLs who interact with users in real time. Users
can simply click to buy products promoted in the live broadcasts.
We believe the live broadcasting function can drive Alibaba’s user engagement as: 1) live
broadcasting function has also proven to drive engagement level in in social platforms,
including Facebook, Weibo and Momo.; and 2) User engagement and product retention has
proven to be greater with live video interactions compared to that of traditional ecommerce.
We have seen merchants driving transactions meaningfully through live broadcasting in
Taobao and Tmall. For example, Oreo invited two celebrities in its Tmall live broadcasting on
3 August 2016, and Oreo’ total sales in Tmall on that day was about 6 times of those in a
normal day, and about 91% of customers in Oreo’s Tmall flagship store on that day were new
customers, according to the China Daily. Therefore we expect that, as more and more
merchants and brands adopt live broadcastings, and as user engagement and time spent
continues to improve, there can be potential upside to Alibaba’s overall conversion and GMV.

Taobao Live Broadcasting – How it works
In Mobile Taobao app, users can access Taobao Live Broadcasting channel in Mobile
Taobao main page. After users enter the live broadcasting channel, users can browse a list
of live broadcasts by categories, such as beauty, fashion, talent show and mother & baby.
Each live broadcast is like a virtual showroom for merchants and KOLs. Users can click to
enter one of the live broadcasts.
As shown in the charts below, when users are in a live broadcast, they can click to follow the
host, “like” the broadcast, chat with the host and click to see a list of promoted products. If
users are interested in the product promoted by the host, users can: 1) click the item to
access the product details page. In the product details page, the broadcast video’s screen
size is reduced and it pops up in the product page, so that users can buy while watching the
video; or 2) click the shopping cart icon to add the product to shopping cart without even
leaving the live broadcasting page.
Fig 11 Taobao Live Broadcasting main page

Fig 12 Live broadcasting page
Click to follow the host

Name of the host
Live broadcasting
content category

Users who are watching the
broadcast

One live
broadcast
showing how to
do makeup
Messages posted by audience

Click to see a list of
products promoted in
the broadcast

Click to like the broadcast
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Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 13 Live broadcasting page with the product list

Fig 14 Product details page

When users click the
product in live
broadcast, they are
directed to product
page

Click to add to
shopping cart

The live broadcast
A list of products
promoted in the
broadcast
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Tmall Live Broadcasting – How it works
In Mobile Tmall app, users can access Tmall Live Broadcasting channel in Mobile Tmall main
page. After users enter the live broadcasting channel, users can browse a list of live
broadcasts. In addition to a list of popular broadcasts, Tmall also offers a list of theme-based
live broadcasting programs. For example, the Facial Show (颜值SHOW) channel collects
broadcasts about facial care and makeup. Tmall also shows notifications of upcoming
broadcasts. Each live broadcast is like a virtual showroom for merchants. Users can click to
enter one live broadcast.
Fig 15 Tmall Live Broadcasting main page

A list of live broadcasting programs with different themes,
such as beauty (on the left-hand side)

Notice of upcoming live broadcasts

A list of popular live broadcasts

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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As shown in the charts below, when users are in a broadcast, they can chat with the
merchant and click to see a list of promoted products. For example, the chart below shows a
broadcast for a makeup competition organized by Shu Uemura, a cosmetics brand, and the
broadcast has attracted 29k comments.
Similar to Taobao Live Broadcasting, Tmall Live Broadcasting allows users to either click the
promoted product to access the product details page or add the product to shopping cart
directly. In the product details page, the broadcast video’s screen size is reduced and it pops
up in the product page.
Fig 16 Tmall Live Broadcasting page

Fig 17 Product details page
The live broadcast

When users click the
product in live
broadcast, they are
directed to product
page

29k comments

Message box

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Life before live broadcasting in Alibaba
Without live broadcasting in Alibaba, merchants and KOLs cannot use Taobao and Tmall to
interact with multiple users and promote products in real time.
For example, we compare the Tmall storefront pages of two baby formula milk powder
brands, Wyeth and Beingmate in the charts below.
o

Wyeth hosted a Tmall live broadcast on 25 September, and it placed the live
broadcast details in the top of its storefront page. Therefore its users can be notified
about the live broadcast and click to join the broadcast. Wyeth offered certain
discounts during the live broadcast including discounts, coupons, lucky draws and
red envelopes. We note that the live broadcast attracted 220k “likes”, representing
87% of Wyeth’s total fan base in Tmall (as of 26 September). Therefore Wyeth was
able to engage with vast majority of its users through the live broadcast.

o

Beingmate didn't have live broadcasts in Tmall. In its Tmall storefront page, it
offered coupons to promote products.
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Fig 18 Storefront page of Wyeth

Fig 19 Storefront page of Beingmate

Tmall live
broadcast details

Coupons

Click to join the
Tmall live
broadcast

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Without live broadcasting, merchants and KOLs may use external channels such as
standalone live broadcasting apps, TVs, social platforms, or online videos to engage their
users. For example, as illustrated previously, Shu Uemura live-broadcasted its makeup
competition in China on Tmall. However we note that for the competition in Taiwan, Shu
Uemura pre-recorded the competitions in June and July and then launched the videos in the
official website in July.

Live broadcasting can drive users engagement
We believe the live broadcasting function can drive Alibaba’s user engagement due to two
reasons: 1) live broadcasting activity is of higher user engagement level than ecommerce
activity in terms of time spent and usage frequency; and 2) the launch of the live
broadcasting function has helped to drive engagement level in in social platforms, including
Facebook, Weibo and Momo. We explain the two reasons in the paragraphs below:




Live broadcasting activity has higher user engagement level:
o

User time spent for live broadcasting is longer: Taobao Live Broadcasting
was officially launched in May 2016 and Tmall Live Broadcasting was officially
launched in July 2016. According to QuestMobile, in June 2016, the average
user time spent for Mobile Taobao was 27 minutes. According to Analysys (an
online data analytics firm), for live broadcasting users, the average aggregate
time spent for live broadcasting was 115.2 minutes per day in May 2016.

o

Usage frequency for live broadcasting is higher: According to Alibaba, an
active user launched Mobile Taobao for 7.2 times a day in April 2016. According
to Analysys, live broadcasting users launched live broadcasting apps 11.4 times
per day on average in May 2016.

The launch of live broadcasting function helped to drive engagement level in
social platforms, including Facebook, Weibo and Momo:
o

Facebook: Facebook stated to allow all users around the globe to broadcast in
Facebook in early April 2016. Facebook stated in its news release that,
compared with a video that is not live, users spend more than three times
more time watching a live video in Facebook on average, and compared
with regular videos, users comment more than 10 times more on live
videos in Facebook. In Facebook earnings call in 2Q16, when asked about the
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engagement uplift driven by live video, management noted that video made a
contribution to Facebook’s time spent per user which increased by doubledigit percentages YoY. We believe the newly launched live broadcasting
helped to drive Facebook’s DAU/MAU ratio to 66% in 2Q16 from 65% in 2Q15.
o

Weibo: Weibo started testing live broadcasting in 1Q16 and officially launched
live broadcasting in 2Q16. According to Weibo, there were over 10 million live
streams in 2Q16, 116 times higher than 1Q16. In 2Q16, Weibo’s DAU/MAU
ratio improved to 44.7% from 43.9% in 2Q15. In 2Q16, both DAU YoY growth
and MAU YoY growth reaccelerated sequentially. The user momentum
continues to trend higher. In July 2016, according to QuestMobile, total time
spent in mobile Weibo grew 57% YoY, higher than the 46% YoY growth for
mobile MAU, suggesting that time spent per MAU may have improved YoY in
July 2016.

o

Momo: Momo started to allow all users to broadcast at any time in March 2016
and added live broadcasting as a separate tab in the Momo app in April 2016.
According to Momo, in 2Q16, its live video paying users reached 1.3mn and live
streaming revenue reached USD58mn (+271% QoQ). In June 2016, according
to QuestMobile, Momo’s sequential DAU growth of 26% was the highest
among social mobile apps including Weibo which grew DAU by 12%
sequentially and WeChat which grew DAU by 6% sequentially; and Momo’s
sequential DAU growth of 26% was higher than its MAU growth of 11.6% in
June 2016, suggesting that Momo’s DAU/MAU ratio may have improved
sequentially.

Alibaba’s live broadcasting drives transactions
As illustrated in the cases below, merchants can drive transactions meaningfully through live
broadcasting in Taobao and Tmall. Therefore we expect that, as more and more merchants
and brands adopt live broadcastings, and as user engagement and time spent continues to
improve, there can be potential upside to Alibaba’s overall conversion and GMV.


Maybelline New York: On 14 April 2016 it broadcasted its new lipstick release
conference, in which a celebrity Angelababy showed audience how to use the new
lipstick products. The broadcast attracted over 5mn viewership and sold about 10,000
lipsticks, according to CBN Weekly.



Wyeth: On 28 May 2016 It broadcasted a show in which a celebrity Chun Wu promoted
Wyeth’s new baby formula milk powder on 28 May. The broadcast attracted over 70k
viewership and transacted about 3,200 orders which may typically take about one
month to achieve, according to i.wshang,com (an online portal specialized in
ecommerce).



Oreo: On August 3, 2016, It broadcasted a show in which two celebrities entertained
audience with topics related to Oreo’s double flavour cookies. The broadcast had over
3mn times of interactions with audience. On that day, Oreo’s total sales in Tmall was
about 6 times of those in a normal day, and about 91% of customers in Oreo’s Tmall
flagship store were new customers, according to China Daily.



Vichy: On July 28, 2016, it broadcasted a show in which a celebrity promoted its
products. The broadcast received over 180k comments. The transaction volume on
that day was more than 60 times of that in a normal day, according to i.wshang,com.

We believe Alibaba’s live broadcasting can drive transactions because:
1) live broadcasting is more information rich, resulting in better information quality
and credibility. For example, in live broadcasting, users can see the un-edited real product
information rather than edited product pictures; users can learn how to use cosmetics
products via demonstration in live broadcasting;
2) merchants can leverage the influence of KOLs and celebrities to attract fans and
drive transactions. For example, for the Vichy’s broadcasting illustrated above, the brand
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Vichy invited a celebrity who has over 18mn fans in Weibo to host the broadcast, and the
celebrity preannounced the broadcasting details in Weibo (with a link to join the live
broadcasting) and the feed received 290k reposts, 70k comments and 580k likes in Weibo.
The transaction volume on the broadcasting day was more than 60 times of that in a normal
day. Therefore we believe that Vichy may be able to drive transactions by leveraging on the
influence of the celebrity.
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Videos in Alibaba
Alibaba launched free public testing of mobile videos in April and started to charge
merchants for mobile videos in August this year. Merchants can place videos in the product
details page, storefront page and Weitao page to give users products information,
merchants/brands information or other relevant information.
We believe the videos can drive user engagement due to four reasons: 1) users prefer to
watch video about a product; 2) videos can lift purchase intent; 3) video apps have longer
user time spent than Mobile Taobao and Tmall; and 4) videos has proven to show greater
engagement in other social platforms including WeChat, Weibo, Facebook and Twitter.
As stated in Alibaba’s mobile video service page (note: the page is for merchants to buy the
mobile video service), video testing results showed 16% improvement to conversion rate. We
estimate that the adoption rate of the video service among existing merchants is below 2%
as of 28 October, based on the data in Alibaba’s mobile and PC video service pages. Note:
33% of Twitter’s managed accounts had adopted videos by end of 2015, according to Twitter.
Therefore we see meaningful upside potential to the video adoption rate and thus overall
conversion rate for Alibaba.

Merchants can place videos in three channels
Video in product details page: For example, as shown in the following chart, in the
brand Philips’ Tmall Flagship store, it placed a video in the product details page of a
vacuum cleaner to demonstrate the product details to users and show users how to use
the vacuum cleaner.
Video in storefront page: For example, as shown in the following chart, in Maybelline
New York’s Tmall Flagship storefront page, it placed a video commercial to promote its
brand.
Video in Weitao page: Weitao is a micro blog where merchants and KOLs can post
feeds in various formats such as pictures, articles and videos. Mobile Taobao users can
interact with the feeds. Users can access Weitao by clicking the Weitao tab in Mobile
Taobao, as shown in the chart below. In the Weitao page, there is a video channel in
which all feeds are video feeds. For example, as shown in the following chart, a bakery
store posted a video teaching users how to make a cream cake with its products.
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Fig 20 Mobile videos in the product details page, storefront page and Weitao page
Video in product details page of
Philips

Video in storefront page of
Maybelline New York

Video in Weitao page posted by a bakery store
Video channel

Name of the merchant

Like and Comment

Weitao tab
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Life before videos in Alibaba
Before the emergence of video service in Alibaba, merchants and KOLs cannot use videos to
present information and interact with users. For example, Philips’ competitor, a home
appliance brand, Midea, also sells vacuum cleaners. However, Midea’s approach to
showcase its vacuum cleaner is different from that of Philips which uses a one minute video.
As shown in the chart below, for a vacuum cleaner, Midea uses as many as 10-mobilescreen-pages of texts and pictures to explain the product details. Therefore, without videos,
information presentation may be quite lengthy.
Fig 21 Product details page for a vacuum cleaner of the brand Midea

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Videos can drive users engagement
We believe the videos can drive user engagement due to four reasons: 1) users prefer to
watch video about a product, according to a survey by Animoto (an online video making
firm); 2) videos can lift purchase intent, according to surveys by Invodo (an online video
marketing firm); 3) video apps have longer user time spent than Mobile Taobao and Tmall;
and 4) videos gained strong traction in social platforms including WeChat, Weibo, Facebook
and Twitter. We will explain these reasons in details in the paragraphs below.


Users prefer videos:

We believe compared with texts & pictures, videos are more information rich, therefore
shoppers may prefer to watch videos. According to a survey by Animoto (an online video
making firm), 4 times as many consumers would rather watch a video about a product
than read about it.


Videos are more engaging and can help drive transactions:

According to surveys by Invodo (an online video marketing firm), video viewers were 1.7
times more likely to buy than non-viewers and 81% of people believe video shopping
features are helpful.
According to Nielsen, which was commissioned by Facebook to analyze video ads in
Facebook, from the moment that a video ad was viewed, ad recall, brand awareness
and purchase intent were all lifted, and the longer the video watch time, the more the lift to
these metrics. Given that video can lift purchase intent for users of Facebook, a social
platform, we believe video’s lift to purchase intent may potentially be higher for visitors of
ecommerce platforms, such as Taobao, because visitors of ecommerce platforms in general
may have stronger purchase intent than visitors of social platforms.


Video apps have longer user time spent than Mobile Taobao and Tmall:
According to QuestMobile, in June 2016, the average user time spent for Mobile Taobao
was 27 minutes and for Mobile Tmall was 18 minutes, lower than the 44 minutes for iQiyi,
43 minutes for Youku and 40 minutes for Tencent video. The time spent for Mobile
Taobao and Tmall are also lower than YouTube’s average viewing session of more than
40 minutes (source: YouTube).
According to Alibaba, the mobile video length is restricted to two minutes for videos in
the storefront page, one minute for videos in the product details page and three minutes
in the Weitao page. According to Alibaba’s presentation in investor day, in April 2016,
the daily number of browsed products per user was 18.9 in Mobile Taobao.
Assuming that a user watches one video for each browsed product and each
video lasts for one minute, we estimate the potential increase in daily time spent
in Mobile Taobao may be as meaningful as 18.9 minutes (=18.9 browsed products
per day per user * 1 minute product video view).



Videos gained strong traction in many social platforms, including WeChat, Weibo,
Facebook and Twitter.
o

Facebook:
Facebook has allowed users to share videos since 2006. Facebook started
testing auto-play for users’ videos in September 2013. Facebook news release
stated that as a result of the auto-play feature, views, likes, shares and
comments for videos increased more than 10%. Facebook started testing
auto-play for advertisers’ promoted videos in December 2013. We believe the
video auto-play feature helped to drive Facebook’s DAU/MAU ratio to 62% in
4Q13 and 63% in 1Q14 from 61% in 3Q13.
In June 2014, Facebook noted in its news release that twice as many people
watched videos on Facebook compared to six months ago, and announced to
improve video ranking in News Feed. In 3Q14, Facebook achieved 1bn daily
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native video views. We believe the video ranking improvement helped to drive
Facebook’s DAU/MAU ratio to 64% in 3Q14 from 63% in 2Q14 .
In 4Q14 earnings call, Facebook noted that daily video views reached 3bn
and over 50% of Facebook’s daily users in US watched at least one video
per day. In 3Q15 earnings call, management noted that Facebook had over 8bn
daily video views, over 500mn people watched video daily, and over 1.5mn
small businesses posted videos in Facebook. We believe the video feature
helped to drive Facebook’s DAU/MAU ratio to 65% in 3Q15 from 64% in 4Q14 .
Management noted in 1Q16 earnings call that the number of videos shared
and created in Facebook were increased by nearly three times YoY. We
believe the video feature helped to drive Facebook’s DAU/MAU ratio 66% in
2Q16 from 65% in 3Q15.
Fig 22 Facebook DAU/MAU
8bn daily video views ;
Over 500mn people
watched video daily in
Facebook;

67%

Over 1.5mnsmall
businesses posted
videos in Facebook
3bn daily video
1bn daily native views
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Improved video
ranking in News Feed

64%

63%
62%

Number of videos
shared and created
in Facebook were
increased by nearly
three times YoY

Started testing auto-play
for advertises’ videos

Started testing autoplay for users’ videos

61%

60%
59%
1Q1 3 2Q1 3 3Q1 3 4Q1 3 1Q1 4 2Q1 4 3Q1 4 4Q1 4 1Q1 5 2Q1 5 3Q1 5 4Q1 5 1Q1 6 2Q1 6

DAU/MAU
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

o

Weibo:
Weibo has been allowing users to post and share videos before its IPO in 2014.
In 3Q15, daily video views grew 82% QoQ and Weibo started to test video autoplay. We believe the video feature helped to drive Weibo DAU/MAU ratio to 45%
in 3Q15 from 44% in 2Q15 .
In 4Q15, management noted in earnings call that Weibo experimented video
auto-play and saw auto-play feature increased video views by 4.5 times.
Weibo’s daily video views continued to grow strongly at 53% QoQ, reaching
290mn. The DAU/MAU ratio was maintained at 45% in 4Q15.
In 1Q16, management noted in the earnings call that Weibo's average daily
video views reached 474mn, up 489% YoY and 64% QoQ. We believe the
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video feature helped to drive Weibo DAU/MAU ratio to 46% in 1Q16 from 45%
in 4Q15.
In 2Q16, Weibo launched video ads to KA and SME customers. There were 81
KA and 3,460 SME customers who purchased video ads in 2Q16. In June 2016,
daily video views grew 235% QoQ to 1.59bn, according to management.
Fig 23 Weibo DAU/MAU
Launched video ads
In June 2016, daily video views grew to 1.59bn
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o

Twitter:
In January 2015, Twitter launched its native video product, which allows users
to create, edit and post videos in the app. Twitter noted in its blog that its
analysis of internal data showed that, compared with third party videos
shared on Twitter, native videos on Twitter got 2.5 times Replies, 2.8 times
Retweets and 1.9 times Favourites.
In late 2Q15, Twitter launched the video auto-play function. Twitter disclosed
that video views rise 220x from December 2014 to December 2015. In 1Q16,
among verified accounts on Twitter, the number of videos posted increased
20% sequentially.
In 2Q16, management noted in earnings call that video became the number one
ad format in terms of revenues on Twitter, and advertisers that used videos
saw almost a 30% lift in message association or ad association and an
18% lift in awareness.
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o

WeChat:
In September 2014, WeChat launched the video function to allow users to
record videos and share videos in WeChat. Management disclosed in 3Q15
earnings call that video views within WeChat Official Accounts quadrupled
YoY and usage frequency of WeChat had improved. In December 2015,
WeChat launched video ads in Moments.
Management noted in 2Q16 earnings call that a significant amount of official
account media-related content was from user-generated videos and the
videos were “very good” for user engagement.



As explained previously, Facebook, Twitter, Weibo and WeChat have been improving
the video functionality, such as adding native videos, enabling video auto-play, adjusting
ranking of videos, and placing video ads.
We believe that the video functionality in Taobao and Tmall is currently at an early
stage, compared with that of the developed social platforms. The videos in Taobao and
Tmall are native videos. Currently in wifi environment , mobile video in the storefront
page, product details page and Weitao page can auto-play. Currently when users are
not in wifi environment, only mobile video in the storefront page can auto-play, mobile
videos in the product details page and Weitao page cannot auto-play. There are no
promoted videos in Weitao page feed flow. Therefore we see the potential for Alibaba to
further improve user engagement as it improves video functionality.

Alibaba’s videos can drive conversion
We see meaningful upside to Alibaba’s overall conversion rate, driven by the video service
which can lead to higher engagement level. Furthermore as stated in Alibaba’s mobile video
service page (note: the page is for merchants to buy the mobile video service), video testing
results showed 16% improvement to conversion rate. We estimate that the adoption rate of
the video service among Alibaba merchants is currently below 2% as of 28 October , based
on the data in Alibaba’s mobile and PC video service pages. Note: 33% of Twitter’s managed
accounts had adopted videos by end 2015, according to Twitter. Therefore we see
meaningful upside potential to the video adoption rate and thus overall conversion rate for
Alibaba.


As stated in Alibaba’s mobile video service page (note: the page is for merchants to buy
the mobile video service), about 50k merchants participated in the public testing of the
product and their transaction conversion rate was improved by about 16% on
average.



As stated in Alibaba’s mobile video service page and PC video service page, 46k
merchants have bought the mobile video product and 90k merchants have bought the
PC video product as of 28 October. There are over 10mn active sellers in Taobao and
Tmall, according to Alibaba on its investor day. Therefore we estimate that the video
product adoption rate is less than 2% as of 28 October.



We found that there were 100 videos in Weitao page on 28 September, and the
number of aggregate video views was 984k, significantly lower than the billion level
video views in Weibo and Facebook. Given the low number of video views in Weitao,
Alibaba’s video service hasn't really even scratched the surface.

The following case studies show that videos in other platforms lifted engagement,
purchase intent and transactions:


Video in Facebook: In order to promote its new spicy chicken product, Wendy's put five
video ads in Facebook to target millennials and people who like spicy food. Wendy’s
got an eight-point lift in ad recall and a four-point lift in purchase intent among
their target audience, according to Facebook management in 2Q15 earnings call.



Video in WeChat: Pepsi placed a video ad during Chinese New Year in 2016 in WeChat
Moments. The video was viewed for over 200mn times, received about 320k
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“Like”s and was shared and bookmarked by about 134k times. Users could click a
link in the ad to purchase limited-version Pepsi bottles. The total 50k limited-version
Pepsi bottles were sold within two hours, according to WeChat ad product website.


Video in Weibo: Meizu, a domestic smartphone maker, placed a video ad in Weibo to
promote its brand. The video was viewed by 28.9mn times within 24 hours,
according to Weibo management in 4Q15 earnings call.

We find that Alibaba’s video service costs are lower than those of pure-video platforms and
social platforms. Therefore we expect cost will not be a barrier for value conscious small
advertisers.
Video ads have been experiencing a secular tailwind. According to a survey by CTR (a
media market analytics firm) in 2016, in China, mobile video ad is the favourite mobile ad
format, as 83% advertisers will place mobile video ads. Total video ad spending in China will
grow 29% YoY in 2016 and 22% in 2017, the highest growth rates among all online ad
spending categories in China, according to ZenithOptimedia. We expect the video spending
in Alibaba to grow much higher than the industry growth, due to low base. Weibo’s video
views grew by over seven times YoY in 2Q16, less than one year after it started testing video
auto-play. If video views in Alibaba follow a similar trajectory, it may potentially grow by over
seven times in one year.
Compared with videos in other media platforms, we believe videos in Alibaba can
have two advantages:
1) Visitors of Alibaba in general tend to have purchase intent and the videos may help with
purchase decision making by providing useful production information.
2) Videos in Alibaba may be able to have higher conversion rate because Alibaba allows inapp close loop transactions. For example, after watching a video in Taobao product details
page, users are able to buy directly in the page. After watching a video in a Taobao Weitao
page, users are able to click to visit the merchant’s store and buy the product.

Alibaba video services prices
Alibaba mobile video services prices
Merchants can buy different mobile video service packages. As shown in the chart below,
there are five types of service packages which offer different data capacities. For example, if
a merchant buys the Basic package, he will be entitled to 100MB video storage space and
10G video streaming data. Merchants can buy the service packages for different periods
including one month, one quarter, half year and one year.
Fig 24 Mobile video service package fees (CNY)
Mobile video service package
Type of package
Monthly data
included in the
package

Basic package

Advanced package

Flagship package

Platinum package

Diamond package
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& 10GB video
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streaming data
streaming data
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streaming data
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Prices by period
One month

20

50

128

218

428
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60

150

384

NA

NA

Half year

120

300

768

NA

NA

One year

NA

600

1536

2616

5136

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Stated in Alibaba’s mobile video product page, 10 GB video streaming data may allow a oneminute mobile video to play 1,000 times. Stated in the Frequent Q&A section of Alibaba’s
mobile video product page, Alibaba advises merchants to buy the Basic package if they use
five mobile videos, the Advanced package if they use 15 mobile videos and the Flagship
package if they use 30 mobile videos.
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Merchants select a package based on their demand for video storage space. If they need
more space, they can upgrade to another package. If they need more streaming data, they
can buy extra video streaming data (not extra packages). We use an example to illustrate
the operation in the paragraphs below:


Assuming that a merchant buys Basic package for one-month service, he will be able
to place five mobile videos and let the videos play about 1,000 times in one month.



In the case that this merchant runs of the 10GB video streaming data in one month, he
can buy extra video streaming data at a rate of CNY0.4/GB. Note that after the end of
the paid one-month service period, the video service will expire and he cannot buy extra
data.



In the case that this merchant wants to add more videos after he has purchased the
Basic package, he can switch to another mobile video service package by paying the
price difference. For example, if the merchant wants to add 10 more mobile videos, he
can upgrade its Basic package to the Advanced package by paying the price difference
of CNY30 (=CNY50-CNY20). Note that the merchant cannot buy multiple Basic
packages to increase its video storage space.

We estimate that the equivalent CPM of Alibaba’s mobile service charge can be CNY20-25.6.
As shown in the calculation below, we calculate the equivalent CPM by dividing the one
month mobile video service charge by the number of times that a one-minute mobile video
can be played for. Our assumptions are that merchant’s each mobile video lasts for oneminute and 10 GB video streaming data may allow a one-minute mobile video to play for
1,000 times.
Fig 25 Mobile video equivalent CPM calculation
Mobile video service package
Type of package
Monthly data
included in the
package

Basic package

Advanced package

Flagship package

Platinum package

Diamond package

100MB video storage 250MB video storage 650MB video storage 1GB video storage & 2GB video storage &
& 10GB video
& 25GB video
& 50GB video
100GB video
200GB video
streaming data
streaming data
streaming data
streaming data
streaming data

One month mobile
video service total
charge (CNY)
Number of times that
a one-minute video
can be played for
Mobile video
equivalent CPM
(CNY)
=1000* service
charge / times of
video play

20

50

128

218

428

1,000

2,500

5,000

10,000

20,000

20

20

25.6

21.8

21.4

Source: Company data, Mizuho research



Comparing mobile video costs in Taobao with mobile video ad costs in WeChat:
According to WeChat’s ad product page, advertisers need to pre-book video ad period
and the minimum ad spending for one video ad is CNY50k. Therefore the entry barrier
for WeChat’s video ads is higher than the video service of Taobao which has the
minimum charge of CNY20 in mobile and CNY5 in PC.
According to WeChat’s ad product page, WeChat’s video ad CPM is CNY60-180,
depending on cities. WeChat’s video ad CPM costs are higher than Taobao mobile video
service CPM charge of CNY20-25.6, per our estimate.
We believe that if a video is placed both in WeChat and Taobao, the potential lift to
purchase intent may be higher for the video in Taobao, because Taobao users tend to
have higher purchase intent than WeChat users.
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Comparing mobile video costs in Taobao with mobile video ad costs in Youku:
According to Youku’s ad price quotation, Youku’s mobile pre-roll video ad CPM charge is
CNY45-120, depending on cities. Youku’s mobile mid-roll video ad CPM charge is
CNY30-70, depending on cities. Youku’s mobile video ad CPM costs are higher than
Taobao mobile video service CPM charge of CNY20-25.6, per our estimate.
Videos in Taobao may potentially be more effective than ads in video platforms, based
on findings for Twitter. According to Nielsen, purchase intent was 28% higher for
users who watched brand videos on Twitter than for those who saw the same
video as pre-or mid-roll ads during a 22-minute program. We believe the reason
may be that videos in Twitter are more interactive as users can comment, like or share
videos while pre-roll or mid-roll video ads don't allow user interaction. We believe that
videos in Taobao can also be more engaging as they allow user interaction.

PC video services prices
Merchants can buy different PC video service packages. As shown in the chart below, there
are six types of service packages which allow for different number of videos and charge
different prices. Merchants can buy the service packages for different periods including one
month, one quarter, half year and one year. For example, if a merchant pays CNY20 to buy
the 10 PC videos package for one month, he will be able to place 10 PC videos for one
month. The PC videos can be played for unlimited time. We were told by Taobao customer
service staff that the PC videos may require merchants to pay data streaming fee but the fee
details are not available yet.
Fig 26 PC video service charge (CNY)
PC video service packages

PC video service charge
(CNY)
2 PC
videos

5 PC
videos

10 PC
videos

50 PC
videos

One month

CNY 5

CNY 12

CNY 20

One quarter

CNY 15

CNY 30

CNY 60

Half year

CNY 30

CNY 60

One year

CNY 60

CNY 120

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Social @ Alibaba
Alibaba has added social elements including: 1) Taobao Headlines which enable social
interactions between users and content providers/KOLs; 2) Weitao which enables social
interactions between users and merchants/KOLs; and 3) Communities which enable social
interactions between users and users/KOLs.
Mobile Taobao DAU/MAU ratio is close to the 45% for Weibo (in 2Q16), while still below the
66% for Facebook (in 2Q16) and 70+% level for WeChat (per our estimate). According to
QuestMobile, Mobile Taobao average time spent of 27 minutes was below the 80 minutes for
WeChat and 43 minutes for QQ. Therefore we believe Taobao app’s user engagement level
may see upside potential by as shopping and social worlds collide on Taobao/Tmall.
We believe the engagement with KOLs and merchants in Taobao Headlines and Weitao can
increase purchase intent and thus conversion rate. According to Annalect, a data analytics
marketing firm, purchase intent was increased by 5.2x when Twitter users are exposed to
Tweets from both brands and influencers. According to Market Probe International, 72% of
Twitter users will be more likely to make a purchase from a small or medium business after
they follow it.

Taobao Headlines enable social interactions between users and
content providers/ KOLs
Taobao Headlines channel was launched in February 2015. Users can access Taobao
Headlines through the homepage of Taobao. In Taobao Headlines, KOLs and professional
content providers post content including news, shopping guide, articles about fashion trend,
videos, product tests, and others. Taobao Headlines has already attracted more than
80mn MAU and over 1,300 media partners, according to Alibaba on Investor Day.
Taobao Headlines main page
As shown in the chart below, on Taobao Headlines’ main page, users can see a list of
personalized content. For each piece of content, in the Taobao Headlines main page, users
can see the title, publisher name, number of “Like”s for the content and number of views for
the content. Users can subscribe to certain publishers to receive their contents. Users can
also click the “Hot” icon to see a list of the top 20 popular contents in Taobao Headlines.
Fig 27 Taobao Headlines main page

Taobao Headlines

Users can click to see a list of the
top 20 popular contents

Users can click to subscribe to
certain publishers
Users can click to read an article
talking about hair style
The article received 7466 “Like”s
The article was viewed 634k times
Name of the publisher

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Taobao Headlines content details page
In the content details page, users can interact with the content by leaving comments, giving
“Like”s, bookmarking it, and sharing the content to external platforms such as WeChat and
Weibo.
In the contents in Taobao Headlines, publishers are allowed to make product
placement by recommending certain products in the body of contents or at the end of
the article. Alibaba enables users to click to buy the recommended products, so that the
transaction conversion rate in Taobao can be higher than product placement in content-only
channels such as magazines, newspapers, or TVs.
Product placement at the end of an article: For example, the chart below shows that at
the end of an article talking about how to dress up in autumn. There were two recommended
products and users can click to buy the products in Taobao.

Fig 28 Content details page of a Taobao Headlines article

The article that teaches users how to dress up
in autumn

At the end of the article, there were two
recommended coats. Users can click to
buy the products

Name of the product
Price of the product

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Product placement in the middle of an article: For example, the chart below shows a
Taobao Headlines article talking about how to dress up with sweaters. The article
recommends several sweaters in the main body of the content. Users can see the picture
and price of the recommended sweaters and then click to buy them in Taobao.
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Fig 29 Content details page of a Taobao Headlines article

Name of the publisher
Click to subscribe to the publisher

Product details page

Click to buy the
product

Recommended product with picture
and price (¥79)

Comment, like, bookmark
and share the feed

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Life before the Taobao Headlines
Without Taobao Headlines, content providers and KOLs cannot post contents in Taobao to
attract traffic, interact with users, and promote products to users, and users may have to
access the contents in third party channels such as magazines, fashion vertical portals, or
news portals.
In the previous example, we showed that in Taobao Headlines, there was an article teaching
users how to dress up with sweaters and allowing users to buy the recommended sweaters
in Taobao. We find that the same article was also published in a fashion vertical portal, China
Fashion Net (m.shishang.com), as shown in the chart below. However, in the article
published in China Fashion Net, the publisher cannot engage with Taobao users and readers
cannot click the pictures or links to buy the recommended sweater.
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Fig 30 Content page of the same article in China Fashion Net (m.shishang.com)

There is no link to buy
the product

Source:mshishang.com, Mizuho research

Weitao enables social interactions between users and
merchants/KOLs
Launched in November 2013, Weitao is the microblog for merchants and KOLs, so that they
can post updated feeds/news to engage with users. The feeds can be anything from
notification of upcoming live broadcasting to videos, introduction of newly released products,
pictures featuring several products and comments on certain topics. As shown in the chart
below, users can interact with the feeds by clicking “Like”, making comments, clicking to
follow the merchant or KOL and clicking to buy products listed in the feed.
For example, the charts below show that, users can click to follow Bobbi Brown in Weitao
and interact with its feeds. If the user clicks the product recommended in a feed posted by
Bobbi Brown, user will be directed to a pop-up page that shows the image and price of the
product. If the user wants to buy the product, she can click to access the product details
page to complete the transaction.
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Fig 31 Weitao main page

Fig 32 Product details page
Feed posted by Bobbi Brown

Click to follow Bobbi Brown

When users click the product in the
post, they are directed to a page that
shows the image & price of the
product.
Users can further click the link in this
page to go to the product purchase
page

Like and comment on the feed
Weitao tab in Taobao homepage
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Users can access Weitao feeds through three ways:
1) There is a tab named “Weitao” in Mobile Taobao’s homepage, as shown in the chart
above. After users click the “Weitao” tab, users can see a list of feeds posted by different
merchants and KOLs. In this Weitao channel, Taobao pushes personalized feeds to users,
so that an user can receive: feeds posted by merchants & KOLs that the user follow, feeds
recommended based on contents that the user may like, feeds recommended based on
products that the user has viewed, feeds recommended based on the user’s product
category preference, and feeds recommended based on the user’s brand preference;
2) Each merchant has its own Weitao account page which shows a list of all feeds posted by
the merchant. Users can access a merchant’ Weitao page by visiting the merchant’s
storefront and click the “Weitao” tab in the storefront page;
3) Each KOL has his own Weitao account page which shows a list of all feeds posted by the
KOL. Users can access a KOL’s Weitao page by clicking the KOL’s name.
Life before the Weitao
Without Weitao, merchants and KOLs cannot push feeds to users in Taobao to attract traffic,
interact with users, and promote products & events to users, and the user engagement may
be conducted in third party channels such as official websites of the merchants, offline stores
of the merchants, emails or letters from the merchants, Weibo or WeChat pages of the
merchants and KOLs. Again through Weitao, Alibaba has combined social and commercecombining both content and product. Now, all merchants and KOLs have their Weitao
pages. Therefore we believe Weitao can help drive user time spent and engagement, leading
to higher conversion rate.
In the previous example, we showed that in Alibaba’s Weitao, the brand Bobbi Brown
posted a feed to interact with users and users can simply click to buy recommended
products. We find that Bobbi Brown also posts feeds in Weibo to interact with users.
However, we believe its feeds in Weibo may have lower conversion rate because it cannot
close transaction loop in Weibo. For example, as shown in the chart below, Bobbi Brown
needs to insert a link to its Tmall flagship store in its Weibo feed so that users can visit its
Tmall flagship store and complete transactions there.
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Fig 33 A feed posted by Bobbi Brown in Weibo

Link to Bobbi Brown’s Tmall flagship store

A feed posted by Bobbi Brown in Weibo

Share, Comment and Like
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Communities enable social interactions between users and other
users/KOLs
Launched in June 2015, the Communities channel is an interest-based social platform for
users to share shopping experience and engage with other users or KOLs and . According to
Alibaba on investor day, the Communities had about 20mn daily customer review
commentaries, 1.5mn daily peak review with product photos and 1mn daily interactive
comments. Users can access Communities by clicking the “Communities” tab in Taobao
homepage.
Three types of social interactions in Communities:
1) Shopping experience sharing: users can post feeds in the Communities channel to
share the products that they have purchased and interact with other users.
As shown in the following charts, a customer posted a feed talking about her shopping
experience for a lipstick of Estee Lauder, and she attached: 1) a photo that showed how her
lips looked like after applying the lipstick; and 2) a link to the product details page, so that
other users can click to buy the mentioned product. Other users can interact with the
feed by clicking to buy the products, making comments or clicking the “Like” button.
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Fig 34 Taobao Communities main page

Fig 35 Product details page

Category of posts, such as apparel,
mother & baby

A post shared by a customer who
bought a lipstick. The customer
described her experience and posted a
photo that showed how her lips looked
like after applying the lipstick.

When users click the product in the
post, they are directed to product page

Click to comment
Click to like
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

We note that users comment on other users not only to discuss about the product, but also
to socialise with the other users. We believe the Community is an effective platform for
socialising among strangers, as we believe that the user recommended product can act as
a talking point or ice-breakers—and we note that users sometimes disclose personal
information in their posts. For example, as shown in the chart below, a good looking girl
posted a picture in which she wore a dress, and other users commented that the girl is pretty.
Also as shown in the chart below, a girl mentioned in her post that she studies in Shenzhen
University, and some users commented that they are alumni and one user even invited her to
visit his university.
Fig 36 Comments on posts shared by good looking female customers in Taobao Community
Click to share the post

60 comments

Click to bookmark the post
Click to like a comment
Comment: “I am also in Shenzhen University (^w^)”
Comment: “A fresh style~”
Replies to a comment

Comment: “The smile is so beautiful,,,”

Comment: “The beauty is in Wuhan city”

Comment: “Welcome to Nan Jing University when you have time, I
will wait for you”

Comment: “Which program are you in? I am also in Shenzhen University”

Source: Company data , Mizuho research
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2) Q&A: users can post product related questions in the Communities channel to get
responses from other users.
As shown in the following chart, a user posted a feed asking other users to recommend a red
dress suitable for the occasion of annual dinner, and she received 10 answers from other
users. As shown in the chart below, in the answer details, other users can insert the
purchase link of the recommended dress. Other users can interact with each answer by
clicking to buy the products, making comments or clicking the “Like” button.
Fig 37 Taobao Communities main page

Fig 38 Details page of the answers

A question asking
other users to
recommend a red
dress suitable for
the occasion of
annual dinner.

Details of an answer that
recommends a red dress

Number of
answers received
Users can click to
buy the
recommended
product

Comment and Like

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

3) Interest groups: users can join several interest groups in Taobao, for example, groups
about beauty, travel, second-hand goods and interesting shopping experience. Users can
interact with other users in the same interest group.
As shown in the following chart, in the main page of interest groups, users can see a list of
interest groups that they belong to and a list of interest groups recommended by Taobao. For
each interest group, users can see the number of feeds posted and the number of members
in the group. As shown in the chart below, in the homepage of an interest group, users can
see feeds posted by other users and comment or like the feeds; users can also post feeds in
the group.
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Fig 39 Interests group main page

Fig 40 Homepage of an interest group

Users can click to enter
an interest group

A list of
interest
groups that
the user
joined

The homepage of
an interest group

Number of users in
the interest group
Number of feeds
posted in the interest
group

A list of
recommended
interest groups

A feed posted
by an user in the
interest group

Comment and Like

Users can click to
post feeds in the
group

Click to join the
interest group
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Life before the Communities
With the Communities channel, users are motivated to launch there Taobao App not only for
ecommerce transactions but also for social interactions, such as checking comments and
“like”s received, checking feeds posted by other users and making comments. As users
launch Taobao more frequently, Alibaba has more opportunities to promote relevant products
to users. In this way, the Communities channel can help drive user time spent and
engagement, leading to a higher conversion rate.
Without the Communities channel, users can not share shopping experience in the comment
section in product details page. However, the user interaction in the comment section for the
product itself is very much product oriented rather than people oriented, because users focus
on the products mentioned in the post rather than the user that shares the shopping
experience Therefore, we believe the Community can enrich the social element in Taobao.
For example, we compare the user comments on the same post by the same user in two
channels, one in Communities and the other in comment section in product details page. The
user in the example is a girl sharing her shopping experience with a lipstick. As shown in the
charts below, in Communities, other users focused on the girl and commented that she was
beautiful; in the comment section in product details page other users focused on the product
and asked the girl the difference between two different colours of lipsticks.
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Fig 41 A user’s post in Communities and comments on the post

A customer’s feed in
Community

Comments to
the feed in
Community
Comment: “Very beautiful”

Comment: “The photo looks nice”

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 42 The same user’s same post in comment section in product details page and comments on the post
2,395 comments for
the product
Comments to
the feed in
product details
page

The same customer’s
same feed in the
customer comment
section in product
details page

Reply: “colour 501 is darker than 500”

Comment: “What is the difference
between colour 500 and 501?”

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Social elements, including Taobao Headlines, Weitao and
Communities, can drive user engagement
Social platforms’ user engagement is higher than for Taobao
 DAU/MAU level
Alibaba data shows that, Mobile Taobao DAU/MAU ratio has increased from 33% in May
2014 and 36% in May 2015 to 41% in May 2016. We believe the launch of social
elements in Taobao helped with the DAU/MAU ratio improvement.
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Mobile Taobao DAU/MAU ratio is close to the 45% for Weibo (in 2Q16), while still below
the 66% for Facebook (in 2Q16) and 70+% level for WeChat (per our estimate).
Therefore we believe Taobao app’s user engagement level can have upside potential
after adding the social elements.


App launch frequency
Alibaba data shows that, for the month of April 2016, an active user launch Mobile
Taobao for as many as 7.2 times a day on average. According to Penguin Intelligence
data in March 2016, 61% of WeChat users open up WeChat for over 10 times. Therefore
the launch frequency of Mobile Taobao still have upside potential after adding the social
elements.



Users time spent
According to QuestMobile (a mobile data analytics firm), in June 2016, Mobile Taobao’s
average user time spent per day was 27 minutes, the longest among ecommerce
players. We expect users to spend more time in Taobao as they socialize with other
users, merchants and KOLs in the app.
Also according to QuestMobile, the Mobile Taobao’s 27 minutes per day average time
spent was comparable to that for non-instant messaging social apps including Weibo
which has an average user time spent of 24 minutes and Momo which has an average
user time spent of 33 minutes. Mobile Taobao average time spent was below the 80
minutes for WeChat and 43 minutes for QQ. Therefore Mobile Taobao still have upside
potential in terms of user time spent.

Fig 43 Average minutes spent per user per day
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Taobao Headlines, Weitao and Communities can drive conversion
We believe that, by adding the product related contents in Taobao Headlines, Weitao and
Communities, Alibaba can become an information-rich and social-rich platform where users
can conduct information discovery efficiently and socialize with parties that are relevant to
their purchases or interests.


Enhancing credibility

We believe the contents published by content providers, KOLs and customers in Taobao
Headlines, Weitao and Communities can lead to high conversion rate because the contents
may have higher credibility. According to Nielsen, 71% of people trust editorial content
and 70% of people trust consumer opinions posted online, while only 50% of people
trust search ads and 48% of people trust online banner ads.
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Fig 44 % of people who completely or somewhat trust ads in APAC region
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Source: Nielsen, Mizuho research



Increasing purchase intent

We believe the engagement with KOLs and customers in Taobao Headlines and Weitao can
increase purchase intent. According to Annalect, a data analytics marketing firm, purchase
intent was increased by 2.7x when Twitter users are exposed to Tweets from brands,
and purchase intent was increased by 5.2x when Twitter users are exposed to Tweets
from both brands and influencers. According to Market Probe International, 72% of
Twitter users will be more likely to make a purchase from a small or medium business
after they follow it, and 61% of Twitter users who follow small or medium businesses
interact with them.


Helping with purchase decision making

We believe the product recommendation in Taobao Headlines, Weitao and Communities can
help users make purchase decisions more efficiently. According to Penguin Intelligence
which surveyed Chinese online shoppers, 41% of people said the reason why they follow
product related accounts or communities is to save time in selecting products.
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Engagement via Virtual reality
BUY+, Alibaba’s virtual commerce project
Alibaba unveiled its BUY+ virtual commerce project during the Taobao Maker Festival in July
2016. The Buy+ project allows users to shop in virtual stores via Virtual Reality (VR)
equipment. The virtual shopping experience is similar to offline shopping experience where
users can have 360-degree views, “walk” in the virtual stores, browse products displayed in
the store, pick a product to check the product details, consult a virtual robotic shopping
assistant, and add a product to shopping cart.
As shown in the chart below, users wore the HTC Vive VR headset and its two hand
controllers to experience virtual shopping during the Taobao Maker Festival. Note that the
HTC Vive equipment was used for demonstration in the Festival only, and Alibaba hasn't
designated a specific VR equipment for its BUY+ virtual commerce project.
Fig 45 A user wore the VR headset to experience BUY+ in Taobao Maker Festival

VR headset and
hand controllers

Source: Sina News, Mizuho research

As shown in the chart below, there was a virtual store for bags in the BUY+ project
demonstration, and users can “walk” around the virtual store to browse bags displayed in the
shelf.
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Fig 46 The Buy+ virtual store for bags

Bags
displayed in
virtual store

Source: Alizila (the news hub for Alibaba Group), Mizuho research

Note that the virtual store resembles the outlook of an offline store, rather than an online
store as shown in the chart below. Therefore the virtual shopping experience may be better.
Fig 47 Bags displayed in Intime Department Store’s Tmall webpage

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

As shown in the chart below, users were accompanied by a virtual robotic assistant which is
able to talk to users. Therefore virtual shopping may give users better customer service.
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Fig 48 Alibaba’s virtual assistant in the virtual store

The virtual
assistant

Source: Sohu News, Mizuho research

As shown in the chart below, users can select a product and check the product in different
colours, product in different styles, customer reviews, and product details such as size,
material and place of production.
Fig 49 The virtual product interface for a bag
A bag
displayed in
virtual store

Click to see
different styles
of the bag

Click to see
customer reviews
for the bag
Click to see
product details of
the bag
Click to see the
bag in different
colors
Click to exit the
product interface
Source: Sohu News, Mizuho research

As shown in the chart below, in the product page of a Tmall webpage, users can also check
the product in different colours, customer reviews, and product details such as size, material
and place of production. However, we believe the virtual shopping experience is more “real”
as products are displayed in 3D format and users can have 360-degree views, while in
traditional Tmall webpages, products are displayed in 2D format and users can see products
from only a few angles.
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Fig 50 The product page for a bag in Intime Department Store’s Tmall webpage
Click to see the bag in different colors

A bag displayed in
Tmall webstore

Click to add to shopping cart

Click to see
customer reviews
for the bag

Click to see
product details of
the bag

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

As shown in the chart below, users can use the hand controller to drag a bag into the
shopping cart. As shown in the chart above, in the product page of a Tmall webpage, users
can click to add the product to shopping cart.
Fig 51 Use the hand controller to add a bag into shopping cart

Virtual shopping cart

Use the hand controller
to take a bag

Source: Jiemian News, Mizuho research
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Alibaba’s VR research
The BUY+ virtual commerce project is developed by Alibaba’s VR research team. In March
2016, Alibaba officially launched its VR research laboratory, called the GM (short for Gnome
Magic) Lab, which will research on VR and AR technologies for virtual commerce and VR
contents.
According to Alibaba during the Taobao Maker Festival, the GM Lab had built hundreds of
high definition virtual product models, and aims to develop standardized tools for sellers to
create virtual 3D models for their products. The long-term goal is to help sellers set up VR
stores quickly and easily.
Currently the payment process of Alibaba’s virtual commerce is conducted outside of the
virtual environment. Early this year, Ant Financial formed a team named F-workshop to
research on VR payment which can enable safe payment in virtual environment. On 12
October, Ant Financial demonstrated VR Pay, its new payment system. With VR Pay, users
can complete payment in VR environment with two steps: firstly, users can get the identity
verified through voice recognition or logins on connected devices; secondly, users can enter
payment password by touching a pad, nodding head, or staring at numbers on virtual display
screen for a few seconds. VR Pay will be commercially launched at the end of this year.
The Buy+ project is still in early stage and Alibaba has not announced a date for its official
release. We believe it will take several years’ time for the virtual shopping project to fully roll
out as: 1) it may take 5-10 years for VR technology to mature, according to Gartner, a
technology analytics firm; 2) Alibaba has created only hundreds of 3D product models, which
are just a very small fraction of Alibaba’s over 1bn total product listings; 3) VR device
penetration rate is low in China. Estimated by IDC, VR device shipment in China will be just
480k in 2016, less than 1% of the over 700mn total China online population. High quality VR
devices prices are still high. For example, the HTC Vive used in demonstration for BUY+
costs $799; 4) It may be costly and time consuming for sellers to create VR contents.

Virtual commerce can drive engagement level
Virtual shopping is more immersive than traditional online shopping. According to a joint
survey by National advertisement research centre, Baofeng Mojing VR Headset and
Zhimeng Consulting, Chinese VR device owners spend an average of 34 minutes per
day using VR devices. The average daily time spent in VR device is higher than that of
Mobile Taobao.
Virtual commerce has the advantages of online shopping, for example the convenience to
shop at any stores at any time without physically traveling around. Furthermore virtual
commerce gives users a shopping experience similar to that of offline shopping and allows
users to interact with virtual shopping assistants, as illustrated previously. Therefore virtual
commerce could be more engaging.
Facebook acquired Oculus VR, a VR technology company in July 2014 and has been
developing VR technologies. On 6 October 2016, Facebook demonstrated the social VR
experience. After wearing the VR device, Oculus Rift, users can interact with other users,
who appear as avatars with name labels in the virtual environment. As shown in the charts
below, users can play games, such as card games, with friends, draw objects and play with
the virtual objects, travel to places, such as the bottom of the sea, with friends, and call their
friends who are not wearing VR devices. We expect that in future Alibaba may potentially
enable similar inter-person interactions in Alibaba’s virtual commerce. For example, people
may be able to go shopping with their friends in virtual shopping malls, users may be able to
talk to and make friends with other users in the same virtual store.
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Fig 52 Facebook social VR-play card games with friends

Fig 53 Facebook social VR-draw and play swords

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 54 Facebook social VR-travel to the bottom of the sea with friends

Fig 55 Facebook social VR-call friends

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

We also expect that in the future Alibaba may potentially recreate not only its shopping
channels in the virtual environment but also its other channels including Taobao Headlines,
Weitao, Communities, videos and live broadcastings to further drive user engagement. For
example, users may be able to watch live broadcastings and videos in 3D, users may be
able to talk to KOLs directly in virtual Weitao, users may be able to interact with other users
in the same interest group in the virtual environment.

Virtual commerce can drive conversion
We believe virtual commerce can improve conversion as it is more information rich than
videos, texts and pictures. The product information is in 3D format and allows users to view it
in 360-degree. According to a survey by Walker Sands, a digital marketing agency, 55% of
consumers believe virtual reality e-commerce will impact buying decisions, and 62%
are interested to try VR shopping.
We expect that in the future virtual commerce can enable more immersive shopping
experience which may potentially lead to higher conversion. Virtual commerce can potentially
allow users to touch the products, try on products and see the effect of the products. We
believe this factor is especially important for non-standard products such as apparel, shoes
and cosmetics and for high-ticket items such as cars, houses, and home decorations. For
example, it may be helpful to let users test drive a car, try on a dress or feel the texture of a
bag in virtual environment. According to a survey by PWC, 61% of users attribute the ability
to try products on or see products in person as the reason for doing offline shopping instead
of online shopping. Therefore we believe that by allowing users to try on products, virtual
commerce can drive more transactions.
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A thousand people, a thousand faces
Another way Alibaba has been empowering its merchants to drive higher conversion and
GMV is with its user profiling ability—“a thousand people, a thousand faces” interface
personalization function. The personalization function was open to all Tmall and Taobao
merchants on 31 August 2016. Before the launch of interface personalization function,
merchants show a universal interface to all visitors. With the interface personalization
function, merchants can segment customers into different groups based on customer labels
offered by Alibaba, and show different interfaces and promotions to different customer
groups.
According to Alibaba’s Juxingtai, during the testing period, the interface and promotion
personalization function has been tested by more than 700 merchants, and the overall
transaction conversion rate was increased by 12%. Therefore after the interface function is
fully rolled out and adopted by all merchants, there may be a 12% upside to transaction
conversion rate and GMV.
We believe the customer labelling in Juxingtai is still generic. We expect the customer
labelling to become more specific, enabled by Alibaba’s powerful user data. Alibaba has
500mn+ real demographic information and 8,000+ purchase intentions and location-based
attributes/consumer labels. Alibaba’s unified ID enables Alibaba to connect different pieces
of user data across different business entities and devices.

Why personalized interfaces have higher conversion than a
universal interface
The personalization function was open to all Tmall and Taobao merchants on 31 August
2016. Before the launch of interface personalization function, merchants show a universal
interface to all visitors. We believe personalized interfaces can improve conversion rate.
In the paragraphs below, we explain how the personalized interface can drive
conversions with case studies:


Showing different interfaces to users with different gender
Without personalized interfaces: In offline stores, merchants typically can be able to
display products for male and female in separate physical areas, so that the product
display can be more targeted. However, in online stores, merchants typically cannot
differentiate interfaces for male and female visitors. As shown in the chart below, GAP,
an apparel brand, shows apparel of male, female and children in the same page.
With personalized interfaces: Male and female visitors see different interfaces.
Compared with an universal interface, a gender specific interface can have higher
conversion rates. For example, Zara has conducted a testing for the interface
personalization function. As shown in the chart below, during the testing Zara
segmented customers into two groups: male customers and female customers. The
average transaction conversion rate was lifted by 30%, reported by Linkshop, an
online portal specialized in retail sector.
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Fig 56 Interfaces of GAP and Zara

Zara’s
personalized
interfaces

Male

Female

GAP’s
universal
interfaces

Source: Company data, Mizuho research



Showing different interfaces to users with different product preference
Without personalized interfaces: Many merchants, especially FMCG brands, have
multiple product lines and the products can be so diverse that their target customers
may be quite different. For example, a teenager may like snacks but may not be
interested in coffee. An aged man may like the dairy product but may not need snacks.
As the mobile phone screen size is small, the first page of the storefront may display just
a few products. For example, Watsons, a personal care product retailer, has multiple
product lines. As shown in the chart below Watsons puts a list of all product lines in its
interface, despite that the target customer for its face care products can be different from
those for its oral care products.
With personalized interfaces: Compared with an universal interface that shows all
product lines, a customized interface that displays only relevant products can be more
attractive to customers. For example, Tmall, Nestle, a food and beverage brand, and a
marketing agency OgilvyOne China worked together to conduct a testing for the
interface personalization function. During the testing, Nestle’s Tmall Flagship store
segmented visitors by tracking and analysing their previous purchasing behaviour.
Visitors were segmented into three groups: visitors who like snacks, coffee and dairy
products. The storefront page was different for each customer group, as shown in the
chart below. For example, the page for coffee customer displayed only coffee products
and related promotions. In initial tests, the personalization initiative lifted the
average conversion rate (converting customers from the main page to product
pages) by 40%, and the transaction conversion rate by 50%, according to OgilvyOne
China.

Fig 57 Interface of Watsons

A list of icons
representing different
product categories

Free shipping for over
CNY69 spending for
everyone

CNY100 coupon for
everyone

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Fig 58 Nestle’s personalized interfaces

Source: OgilvyOne China, Mizuho research



Showing different interfaces to users with different in-store activity level
Without personalized interfaces: Typically new customers and existing customers look
for different information. For example, existing customers may be more interested in the
new products while new customers may be more interested in the best-selling products.
Typically the conversion rates of new customers are lower than those of existing
customers, so that merchants may need to do more education and marketing to new
customers. Without personalized interfaces, merchants cannot give new customers
tailored products or benefits. In the Watsons example mentioned previously, all
customers see the same products and get the same benefits.
With personalized interfaces: Compared with an universal interface, a customized
interface that shows targeted promotions can have higher conversion rates. For example,
NIVEA, a personal care brand, conducted a testing for the personalization function in
Double 12 promotion in 2015. NIVEA segmented customers into two groups: active
return customers and first time customers.
•

Coupons: For existing customers, NIVEA offered just one coupon of CNY10 for
purchases above CNY150. For the new customers, on top of the CNY10
coupon, NIVEA offered an additional coupon of CNY20 for purchases above
CNY260, to incentivise customers.

•

Products: For existing customers, NIVEA promoted several products including
lotion, body cream, shower gel, etc. For the new customers, NIVEA promoted
face cleaning products, its popular product category which has a low ticket size.

Through the personalized promotions, the transaction conversion rate increased
by 70%, reported by i.wshang.com which interviewed the China ecommerce director of
Beiersdorf (parent of the NIVEA brand).
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Fig 59 NIVEA’s personalized interfaces

CNY10 and
CNY20
coupons for
first time
customers

CNY10
coupon for
active return
customers

Source: Company data, Mizuho research



Showing different interfaces to users in different locations
Without personalized interfaces: China is a large country where different places may
have different weather, income level and taste. For example, September is the summer
for southern China but may be the autumn for northern China, therefore apparel
merchants may want to show summer clothes to visitors in southern China but autumn
clothes to visitors in northern China. For example, a food company may want to promote
spicy flavoured snacks to visitors in Sichuan province while mild flavoured snacks to
visitors in Guangdong province. Without personalized interfaces, merchants cannot
promote different products in different locations. For example, as shown in the chart
below, Kerchin, a meat retailer, shows both processed meat and frozen meat to users in
all locations, including places to which frozen meat cannot be delivered.
With personalized interfaces: Location-specific interfaces can have higher conversion
rates. For example, different from Kerchin, Zhouheiya, another food company, shows
different interfaces to users in different locations.
Zhouheiya has two type of package products: 1) Suoxian packaged products, which
uses the cold chain logistics to deliver therefore only users in limited locations can
receive the products; 2) Vacuum packaged products, which can be delivered in normal
temperature, therefore even users in the any areas can receive the products.
In general, Suoxian packaged products are of higher pricing and better taste than
vacuum packaged products, therefore the merchant Zhouheiya prefers to promote
Suoxian packaged products to users who reside in the deliverable areas. As users who
reside in remote areas cannot receive Suoxian packaged products, therefore the
merchant Zhouheiya prefers to promote vacuum packaged products only to those users
As shown in the chart below, Zhouheiya has two interfaces. For users who reside in the
areas where Suoxian packaged products can be delivered, Zhouheiya shows them its
Suoxian packaged products in the popular product section. For users who reside in the
areas where Suoxian packaged products cannot be delivered, Zhouheiya shows them its
vacuum packaged products in the popular product section. The interface personalized
improved transaction conversion rate by 12.6% for Zhouheiya, according to case
studies provided by Taobao in Taobao Discussion Forum (bbs.taobao.com).
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Fig 60 Interfaces of Kerchin and Zhouheiya
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Source: Company data,bbs.taobao.com, Mizuho research



Showing different interfaces to different age groups
Without personalized interfaces: Customers at different ages may look for different
products. Without personalized interfaces, merchants cannot promote targeted products
to different age groups. For example, as shown in the chart below, Fonce cosmetics, a
cosmetics company shows both anti-aging products, which are for senior people, and
anti-acne products, which are for young people, in the same interface.
With personalized interfaces: Merchants can show different interfaces to different age
groups. For example, Septwolves, an apparel brand, segments customers into two
groups: customers less than 30 years old and customers at or above 30 years old. As
shown in the chart below, in the page for younger customers, the company showed Tshirts and fashion casual wears; in the page for older customers, the company showed
business wears. The transaction conversion rate was lifted by 23%, according to
case studies provided by Taobao in Taobao Discussion Forum (bbs.taobao.com).

Fig 61 Interfaces of Fonce cosmetics and Septwolves
Page for customers
below 30 years old

anti-aging
products
anti-acne
products

Page for customers
at or above 30 years old

Septwolves’
personalized
interfaces
Fonce
cosmetics’
universal
interfaces
Source: Company data,bbs.taobao.com, Mizuho research



Showing different interfaces to users with different consumption power
Without personalized interfaces: Merchants typically have products at different price
levels. Without personalized interfaces, visitors who are discount sensitive may leave a
storefront if the storefront shows a list of high end products merchants. Without
personalized interfaces, visitors who have high spending power may not decide to buy
discount products displayed in a storefront. In both ways, merchants fail to convert the
visitors into paying customers.
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With personalized interfaces: Merchants can promote high end products to high end
customers and discounted products to price sensitive customers, so that the conversion
rate can be higher. For example, D:Fuse, another footwear brand, segments customers
into two groups: discount sensitive customers and high end customers. As shown in the
chart below, in the page for discount sensitive customers, the company shows hit
products and emphasizes the low prices with red colour; in the page for high end
customers, the company shows two footwear related articles and a list of fashion shoes.
The transaction conversion rate was lifted by 123.6%, according to case studies
provided by Taobao in Taobao Discussion Forum (bbs.taobao.com).
Fig 62 Interfaces of Westlink and D:Fuse
Page for
discount sensitive customers

Westlink’s universal interfaces

Page for
high end customers
Fashion guide:
how to wear like an
idol this summer

Fashion guide:
High heels with strap

D:Fuse’
personalized
interfaces

List of shoes

Source: Company data,bbs.taobao.com, Mizuho research

How interface personalization function works
The “one thousand people, one thousand faces” interface personalization function is enabled
by Juxingtai, the new merchant service tool of Alibaba. Juxingtai is accessible in Qianniu
(available both in PC and mobile), a control panel that gives merchants access to tools that
help them operate their storefronts. In Qianniu, merchants can use tools including editing
and publishing product listings, managing inventories, processing refunds and answering
queries. Qianniu also has an interactive news centre for merchants, including business
news, broadcasts, conferences and events.
In the following paragraphs, we explain the infrastructure behind the interface
personalization step by step
 Step 1: Reaching the interface personalization function in Juxingtai. In the Qianniu
control panel, merchants can open the Juxingtai interface. After that, merchants can
click the visitors management function in Juxingtai. Lastly, merchants can click the
interface personalization function.
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Fig 63 Juxingtai in Qianniu
(1): Qianniu control
panel interface

(4): interface personalization
function
(2): Juxingtai interface
inside the Qianniu interface
(3): Visitors management
function offere
d by Jingxingtai
Source: Company data, bbs.taobao.com, Mizuho research



Step 2: Creating customer groups in Juxingtai:
In the left hand side of the interface, merchants can see a list of customer labels
provided by Juxingtai.
In the middle of the interface, Merchants can define target consumer groups with these
consumer labels by specifying the selected customer metrics. For example, merchants
can set a customer group which includes users who haven’t made purchases in the
store for the past 365 days.
In the right hand side of the interface, Juxingtai shows the estimated number of visitors
as a % of total visitors based on each of the selected customer label.
In the bar that appears at the bottom of the interface, Juxingtai show estimated number
of visitors as a % of total visitors based on all of the selected customer labels.

Fig 64 Interface to create a customer group
Specifying selected customer metrics
A list of customer labels
•

The visitor hasn't made
purchases in the store

•

The visitor has made
purchases in the store
The visitor has bookmarked
the store
The visitor hasn't visited the
store previously
Age of the visitor
The visitor hasn’t
bookmarked the store
Location
The visitor has visited the
store previously
Sensitivity to discounts
Juhuasuan users
The visitor has added the
product to shopping cart
Age of the baby of the
visitor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Label name
No purchases
within 365 days

Option to specify the
time period

For all selected labels:
estimated number of
selected visitors as a %
of total visitors

Source: Company data,bbs.taobao.com, Mizuho research
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We believe Alibaba’s the approach to show merchants estimated visitor volume based
on selected customer metrics is similar to Facebook’s approach. Facebook allows
advertisers to narrow down a target customer groups by specifying customer metrics
including location, demographics, interests, behaviours, connections and partner
categories.
In the right hand side of Facebook’s customer group interface, advertisers can specify
customer metrics. In the right hand side of the interface, Facebook shows the estimated
potential number of audience based on the selected customer metrics.
For example, as shown in the charts, after specifying customer metrics by adding the
criteria, location—San Francisco, interest—organic food, and behaviours—all mobile
devices, advertisers can narrow down target audience to 20k people from 178mn people.
Fig 65 Facebook’s customer group interface

Potential reach:
178mn people

Adding these
criteria

Potential reach:
20k people

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Step 3: Creating personalized interfaces:
Merchants can select a customer group from a list of self-defined customer groups.
Then merchants are directed to the customer group management page. In this page,
merchants can click to access the storefront interface management page.
Merchants can set different displays and different promotions in different interfaces. For
example, for a female customer group, merchants can display only female apparel in the
storefront page. For example, for a discount sensitive customer group, merchants can
put coupons in the storefront page.

Fig 66 Interfaces to manage customer groups and their corresponding interfaces

(1): a list of customer groups
created by the merchant
(2) select a customer group

(3): customer group
management page

(4): click to create a
personalized interface for the
selected customer group

(5): storefront interface
management page

Source: Company data, bbs.taobao.com, Mizuho research



Merchants can also direct just a portion of store traffic to the personalized interfaces,
while the rest of traffic goes to the default interface, so that merchants can compare the
performance of the personalized interfaces with the default interface on metrics, such as
conversion rates and click through rates.
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We believe the interface personalization is scalable
1) For the same volume of traffic, merchants can use personalized interfaces to generate
higher GMV.
o

According to Alibaba’s Juxingtai, during the testing period, the interface and
promotion personalization function has been tested by more than 700 merchants,
and the overall transaction conversion rate was increased by 12%. Therefore after
the interface function is fully rolled out and adopted by all merchants, there
may be upside that that 12% initial transaction conversion rate and GMV.

o

The personalization function was open to all Tmall and Taobao merchants on 31
August 2016. Therefore any improvement to transaction conversion rate and
GMV from the personalization function will be incremental, leading to a
potential reacceleration in YoY growth of these two metrics.

2) Interface personalization can give users better shopping experience, leading to higher
user retention.
3) Incremental costs for merchants are currently low, therefore the barrier to the adoption of
the personalization function can be low.
o

Currently merchants need to buy the smart version of Wangpu in order to use the “a
thousand people, a thousand faces” personalization function. The smart version of
Wangpu charges as little as CNY99 for one month, CNY297 for one quarter,
CNY594 for half year and CNY1,188 for one year. The smart version of Wangpu,
launched in June 2016, is a general storefront decoration tool for merchants. The
smart version of Wangpu allows merchants to perform tasks including managing
personalized interfaces, decorating product details pages, decorating storefront
pages, managing marketing modules, inserting videos in storefront/product pages,
inserting countdown modules and managing smart product recommendation.

4) Incremental costs for Alibaba can be minimal as it leverages on existing user
profiling capability. Alibaba hasn't started to charge specifically for the interface
personalization service, therefore any service charges will be incremental and of high
margin. Furthermore, given the potential meaningful lift to transaction conversion rate,
Alibaba may have strong pricing power. We expect the service charge may be in the
following formats:
o

Take rate on incremental GMV attributable to the interface personalization.

o

Fixed rate periodic charge, which is the same method with that for the smart
version of Wangpu.

o

Variable rate depending on the traffic size of merchants and number of
customer labels that merchants apply.

Potential for Alibaba to evolve into a fully personalized platform
More specific customer labelling enabled by Alibaba’s powerful user data
Currently in Juxingtai, there are four main categories of labels: in-store behaviour,
demographics, consumption power, and shopping preference, as shown in the chart below.
For example, merchants can select a target consumer group with consumers who live in Tier
1 cities, have visited the storefront, and are sensitive to coupons and discounts.
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Fig 67 Customer data labels for interface personalization

Demographics
• Gender
• Location
• Age
In-store behavior
• Recent visit
• Recent bookmark
• Recent purchase
• Recent add-to-shopping-cart
Consumption power
• In-store consumption power
• Sensitivity to discounts
• Juhuasuan customers
Shopping preference
• Product category/product preference
• Product category price preference
• Product series preference, such as preferred product function (e.g.
whitening, suncare, etc), product usage area (e.g. body, eyes or face)
Source: Company data, bbs.taobao.com, Mizuho research

We believe the customer labelling in Juxingtai is still generic. We expect the customer
labelling to become more specific, enabled by Alibaba’s powerful user data.
Alibaba has a huge volume of data that covers almost all aspects of users. Alibaba has
businesses in multiple verticals including finance, ecommerce, media, location & logistics
and social.
Fig 68 Alibaba ecosystem

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Another advantage of Alibaba’s data is that it tends to be real information. Alibaba has
500mn+ real demographic information. Users may not tell Tencent the real data about
their location and phone number, but users may submit the real data to Alibaba in order to
receive their deliveries. As users need to bundle their bank accounts with Alipay account,
Alipay is able to have users’ real name and bank account information.
While Tencent and Baidu may know what users like to buy, they may not know what users’
actually buy. Alibaba knows exactly what users buy, therefore the real transaction data
can be more powerful than user interest data.
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Alibaba’s data is powerful because it has both online and offline data. Alipay has been
widely used for ecommerce transactions in Alibaba. As shown in the chart below, Ant
Financial has penetrated into many offline consumption scenarios in daily life including
dining, shopping in retail stores and spending for daily household services. Therefore, we
see the potential for Alibaba to integrate online and offline data to draw a more precise user
profile. Alibaba can identify a person who bought a dress from a brand’s offline store, and
then push ads of the brand to the person when she watches videos in Youku, browses Weibo
or visits Taobao.
Fig 69 Consumption scenarios for Ant Financial

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

We have seen that Facebook uses Single Sign On to track user activities outside of
Facebook. We have seen that Google uses Google Advertising ID to track user activities in
the Android system. Alibaba also uses a similar method, the unified ID, to track
customer data. A user may be able to use a single account, Taobao account, to login
to almost all of Alibaba’s businesses such as Weibo, Alipay, Youku, Amap. The unified
ID enables Alibaba to connect different pieces of user data across different business
entities and devices, so that Alibaba can draw a more accurate user profile. With a better
understanding of users, we expect Alibaba to improve targeting efficiency and transaction
conversions.
Alibaba has 500mn+ cross-device IDs and 8,000+ purchase intentions and location-based
attributes/consumer labels. Alibaba has customer data in five dimensions, including
social, interests, location, demographics and purchase behaviour. For example, Alibaba
can know a user’s interests through his product search and transaction history in Taobao,
general search history in Shema (Alibaba’s search business), website browsing history in
Alibaba’s UC browser, video watching history in Youku, activities in Weibo and transaction
history in Alipay.
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Fig 70 Dimensions of user data under the unified ID

Social
• Weibo social relationships
Interests
• Community
• Viewing history
• Search
• Interaction with marketing
Location
• Local service consumption data
• Physical location
• Delivery address
Demographics
• Spending power
• Education
• City tier/rural
• Gender
• Age
Purchase behavior
• Purchase records
• Bookmark
• Shopping cart
• Browsing
• Review
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Enabling more customer labels: We expect Alibaba to leverage its power user data and
enable more customer labels for merchants to do personalization. For example, Alibaba can
offer customer labels based on users’ offline behaviours, social networks, etc.
Personalizing all channels: Alibaba has rolled out personalization initiatives in Taobao and
Tmall home pages, search pages, storefront interfaces, News Feed, and Weitao. We see
the potential for the personalization of:


Product details. For example, for a smartphone’s product details page, a user who
focuses more on fashion will see the design description of the smartphone, while a user
who focuses more on technology will see the technology specifics of the smartphone.
For example, for the same product, people with low consumption power will receive cash
coupon for one product, while people with high consumption power will receive a
discount if they buy two products;



Live broadcasting channel. For example, merchants can be able to promote live
broadcasting to targeted users;



Community channel. For example, merchants can promote selected customers’ posts to
targeted users.

Personalizing interface for every individual user: Interfaces are different for different
customer groups. We see the potential that, in future, the granularity level of personalization
can be further increased so that interfaces are different for every individual customer. In this
way, targeting efficiency and monetization rate can be further improved.
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Financials
Fig 71

Summary income statement (CNYm)
Revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Research & development expenses
Gen & admin expenses
SG&A
Operating profit
Share based compensation
Operating profit - ex SBC
Pre-tax profit
Taxation
Minorities
Net profit
Normalised net profit

Mar 14
52,504
(13,369)
39,135
(5,093)
(4,218)
(14,215)
24,920
(5,110)
30,030
26,599
(3,196)
(88)
23,076
28,186

Mar 15
76,204
(23,834)
52,370
(10,658)
(7,800)
(29,235)
23,135
(10,773)
33,908
30,736
(6,416)
(59)
24,149
34,922

Mar 16
101,143
(34,355)
66,788
(13,788)
(9,205)
(37,686)
29,102
28,548
554
79,738
(8,449)
171
71,460
42,912

Mar 17E
153,300
(57,579)
95,722
(20,168)
(14,399)
(57,711)
38,010
(25,194)
63,204
40,965
(9,273)
1,632
33,324
58,518

Mar 18E
214,910
(78,570)
136,340
(27,844)
(19,971)
(77,617)
58,723
(33,560)
92,282
62,327
(13,321)
581
49,588
83,147

Mar 14
52.1%
44.0%
105%
181%
110%
74.5%
47.46%
53.7%
0.00%
13.5
12.02%
0.00%
8,030
27.37%
157%
1.40
18.37
(16.97)

Mar 15
45.1%
31.7%
24%
(2%)
16%
68.7%
30.36%
45.8%
0.00%
62.2
20.87%
0.00%
(55,600)
(38.23%)
28%
3.20
10.08
(6.88)

Mar 16
32.7%
70.7%
23%
189%
20%
66.0%
28.77%
42.4%
0.00%
88.3
10.60%
0.00%
(49,047)
(22.60%)
39%
4.49
8.27
(3.78)

Mar 17E
51.6%
21.7%
36%
(53%)
36%
62.4%
24.79%
38.2%
0.00%
101.2
22.64%
0.00%
(52,051)
(20.79%)
14%
4.24
7.06
(2.82)

Mar 18E
40.2%
23.1%
42%
49%
42%
63.4%
27.32%
38.7%
0.00%
120.7
21.37%
0.00%
(93,621)
(31.22%)
18%
4.38
7.49
(3.11)

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 72

Key ratios
Revenue growth
Net profit margin
Norm. net profit growth
EPS growth
Normalised EPS growth
Gross profit margin
Operating margin
Norm. net profit margin
DPS (CNY)
Dividend yield
BVPS (CNY)
Tax rate
Dividend payout ratio
Net debt (CNYm)
Net debt to equity
ROAE
Days of account receivable
Days of account payable
Cash cycle
Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Fig 73
Summary balance sheet (CNYm)
Cash and equivalents
Accounts receivable
Prepayments
Total current assets
Long-term investments
Net fixed assets
Total assets

Mar 14
33,045
269

Mar 15
108,193
1,067

Mar 16
106,818
1,416

Mar 17E
109,767
2,146

Mar 18E
151,337
3,009

67,833
20,689
5,581
111,549

142,109
48,488
9,139
255,434

134,070
120,853
13,629
364,450

144,706
149,645
19,075
410,526

196,750
164,041
26,446
486,344

Accounts payable
Customer deposits
Total current liabilities
Other long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Shareholders' funds
Total liabilities & equity

649
4,711
37,384
500
70,731
29,338
111,549

667
7,201
39,672
2,595
97,363
145,439
255,434

885
7,314
52,039
2,584
114,561
216,987
364,450

1,342
12,267
64,520
2,652
128,945
250,311
410,526

1,881
15,899
86,803
2,827
155,757
299,898
486,344

Mar 14
26,530
(4,439)
4,593
26,379

Mar 15
27,506
17,311
(2,252)
41,217

Mar 16
35,732
7,789
15,019
56,836

Mar 17E
47,063
4,794
(4,428)
44,378

Mar 18E
70,297
11,810
(5,363)
73,292

26,379
(4,776)
21,603
70
(54,600)
9,267
30,396
(18,954)
11,442
27

41,217
(7,705)
33,512
48
(86,966)
87,385
33,045
41,636
74,681
51

56,836
(10,845)
45,991
37
(88,822)
(15,380)
108,193
(47,366)
60,827
35

44,378
(12,581)
31,796
54
(73,170)
(55)
106,818
(28,847)
77,971
23

73,292
(17,326)
55,966
31
(87,688)
109,767
(14,396)
95,371
15

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 74

Summary cash flow statement
Operating ebitda (CNYm)
Decrease in working capital (CNYm)
Other operating cash flow (CNYm)
Operating cash flow (CNYm)
Interest received (CNYm)
Tax paid (CNYm)
Cash flow from operations (CNYm)
Capital expenditure (CNYm)
Free cash flow (CNYm)
P/FCF (x)
Cash flow from investing activities (CNYm)
Cash flow from financing activities (CNYm)
Cash at beginning of period (CNYm)
Total cash generated (CNYm)
Implied cash at end of year (CNYm)
EV/EBITDA (x)
Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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